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What is a proton, neutron, nucleus?

At high energy: an unseparated, broadband beam of quarks, anti-quarks, and gauge 
bosons (primarily gluons), and perhaps other constituents, yet unknown.

        40 years of an amazingly robust idealization:
        Renormalization group-improved Parton Model

        Factorization theorem(s) + one-dimensional parton distributions,
                                                   no correlations among the partons
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Why and what about an Electron Ion Collider?
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HERA - Electron Proton Collider

H1
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460-920 GeV protons

27.5 GeV electrons
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HERA - Electron Proton Collider

H1

ZEUS

460-920 GeV protons

27.5 GeV electrons

HERA-I  1992-2000
HERA-II 2003-2007
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Observed (or known):

Relevant invariants:

Square of total c.m. energy

x, Q 2 can be reconstructed from the scattered electron, the “current jet”, or hybrids.

i.e. angles are defined w.r.t. the hadron beam direction (HERA-convention).
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Bjorken-x, ~parton mom. fraction

Fractional energy transfer
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HERA’s Legacy

Vast body of precision measurements over a wide kinematic range,
Best possible insight in high-energy proton structure to date.
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HERA’s Legacy

Proton structure at high-energy is:
    - far from elementary,
    - gluon-dominated for x < 0.1,

Gluon content increases with
                       decreasing x,

Gluons pose a number of questions

HERAPDF2.0:
        15 parameters,
        ~1400 combined data points,
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HERA’s Legacy

Factorization, the separation of short distance and long distance physics, 
combined with PDFs are ‘universally invaluable’ in hard scattering processes.
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What is a proton, neutron, nucleus?

At high energy: an unseparated, broadband beam of quarks, anti-quarks, and gauge 
bosons (primarily gluons), and perhaps other constituents, yet unknown.

        40 years of an amazingly robust idealization:
        Renormalization group-improved Parton Model

        Factorization theorem(s) + one-dimensional parton distributions,
                                                   no correlations among the partons

Really?
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Really? - Nuclear Modification

Textbook nuclear EMC effect, shadowing, 
and anti-shadowing remain in search of a 
comprehensive explanation.

Experimental opportunities:

  Near-term:
     - (polarized) p+A scattering,
     - continued DIS, DY,
     - ...

  EIC-term:
     - QCD-evolution, esp. gluon region,
     - NC, CC probes,
     - 1-particle semi-inclusive data,
     - n-particle correlations,
     - diffraction,
     - exclusive reactions (imaging),
     - ...

Simply this student’s list - input sought.

CMS, ArXiv:1401.4433
H. Paukkunnen, ArXiv:1401.2345
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Peripheral

Central

Forward-Forward                     Mid-forward correlation

Phenix, Phys.Rev.Lett. 107 (2011) 172301

Really? - Forward Particle Suppression
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Really? - Ridges, ridges, ridges

Seen in p+p, p+A at the LHC, A+A at RHIC and the LHC…

Causality implies that this structure is formed very early,

Initial state, final state, both?
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Really? - Ridges, ridges, ridges

Seen in p+p, p+A at the LHC, A+A at RHIC and the LHC…

Causality implies that this structure is formed very early,

Initial state, final state, both?

Salgado, QM’14
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QCD radiation and saturation
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Density of gluons per unit of transverse area:

Cross section for gluon recombination:

Saturation:

QCD splitting:

is calculable; it is soft and collinear divergent - these divergencies must be resummed,

Gribov, Levin, Ryskin 1983

Dense system, non-linear evolution - onset is largely an experimental question,
                                                            effective theory/theories.
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Saturation at HERA? - Think outside the PDF!
No/limited evidence from DGLAP fits in sub-ranges,

16

Idea (Gellis, Caolo et al):

  - cut out data in a presumed saturation region,

  - determine PDFs from remaining data,

  - evolve down and compare with all data

Tendency to undershoot the data,
however, do note the uncertainties.

Authors have studied NNLO and 
reject this as a possible cause.

Likewise, no evidence from comparisons with FL or F2-charm



Saturation at HERA? - Think outside the PDF!

HERA c.s. data exhibit geometrical scaling with respect to

not seen in prior fixed-target experiments - Stasto et al.
However, DLL LO solution to DGLAP also scales - Caolo et al.
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for x < 0.01

~15% of events is diffractive (!).
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HERA’s Legacy

Exquisite insight in proton structure in terms 
of quark and gluon degrees of freedom,

… and also some quite remarkable voids;

  Precision FL - insufficient time,

  Test isospin, u-d, - no deuterons,

  d/u at large x - luminosity,

  Strange quark distributions - luminosity,

  Spin puzzle - no hadron beam polarization,

  Quark-gluon dynamics in nuclei - no nuclei,

  Saturation - insufficient √s / no nuclei, 

  ...
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Possible FuturePast

High-Energy Physics Nuclear Physics

Electron Ion Collider Initiatives

World Wide Interest 19



Past

Electron Ion Collider Initiatives

Strategy:  optimally use existing investments,
                 pursue luminosity;10x - 100x HERA
                             nuclei and polarization (eRHIC,MEIC),
                             nuclei and energy (LHeC),
                             optimized instrumentation.

+ popular press, most recently “Les gluons nous posent encore des colles”, Ent, Ullrich, Venugopalan, Pour La Science 455, Sept. ‘15 20



U.S.-based EIC - Two Facility Concepts

eRHIC:

  - upgrade to RHIC hadron beam,
 
 
 
 
 
 

MEIC:

  - upgrade to CEBAF 12 GeV electron
                   beam,
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U.S.-based EIC - Two Facility Concepts

eRHIC:

  - upgrade to RHIC hadron beam,
  - add ERL and FFAG Recirculating
       electron ring,
  - 6.3 - 15.9 and 21.2 GeV e energy,
  - Heavy Ions up to 100 GeV/u
  - √s up to 93 GeV
  - L ~ 1033 cm-2s-1/A base design.

MEIC:

  - upgrade to CEBAF 12 GeV electron
                   beam facility,
  - new hadron injector,
  - new figure-8 collider configuration,
  - 3-12 GeV electron energy,
  - 12-40 GeV/u Heavy Ion energy,
  - L ~1034 cm-2s-1/A
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U.S.-based EIC - Science Focus

ArXiv:1212.17010 - 73 citations (April 2014)
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U.S.-based EIC - Science Focus

ArXiv:1212.17010

24



Key questions:

   How are the sea quarks and gluons, and 
their spins, distributed in space and momentum 
inside the nucleus?

   Where does the saturation of gluon densities 
set in?

   How does the nuclear environment affect the 
distribution of quarks and gluons and their 
interactions in nuclei?

Key measurements:

   Inclusive Deep-Inelastic Scattering,

   Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering with
   one or two of the particles in the final state,

   Exclusive deep-inelastic scattering,

   Diffraction.
   

U.S.-based EIC - Observables

ArXiv:1212.17010
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Key requirements:

   Electron identification - scattered lepton

   Momentum and angular resolution - x,Q2

   π +, π -, K+, K-, p+, p-, ... identification,
                                        acceptance

   Rapidity coverage, t-resolution

Key measurements:
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Key requirements:

   Electron identification - scattered lepton

   Momentum and angular resolution - x,Q2

   π +, π -, K+, K-, p+, p-, ... identification,
                                        acceptance

   Rapidity coverage, t-resolution

Key measurements:

   Inclusive Deep-Inelastic Scattering,

   Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering with
   one or two of the particles in the final state,

   Exclusive deep-inelastic scattering,

   Diffraction.
   

eRHIC New Detector eRHIC ePHENIX eRHIC eSTAR MEIC new detector

U.S.-based EIC - Detector Concepts
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Existing eA landscape - eRHIC kinematic range
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Existing eA landscape - eRHIC kinematic range

LHeC, if realized, will obviously provide unprecedented kinematic reach,
                              complementarity in polarization, A capabilities.
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eRHIC - selected baseline measurements
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eRHIC - selected baseline measurements
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eRHIC - observing saturation inside the PDF?

32

Perhaps, but no substitute for thinking outside the PDF!



eRHIC - impact on nuclear modification
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eRHIC - baseline semi-inclusive measurements

Combined sensitivity to hadronization, energy loss
34



eRHIC - dihadron probes of saturation

Suppression of back-to-back hadron or jet correlation directly
probes the (un-)saturated gluon distributions in nuclei,

Dominguez, Xiao, Yuan (2011)
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Zheng et al (2014)



eRHIC - diffractive probes of saturation

LTS: Frankfurt, Guzey, Strikman PLB586 (2004) 41

Sizable fraction of events
is diffractive in saturation
models;

Enhancement not seen in
Leading Twist Shadowing
pQCD model.
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eRHIC - exclusive vector meson production

Nucleus escapes down the beampipe
(In)coherence tagged with ZDC
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eRHIC - exclusive vector meson production

Towards Imaging!
38



EIC will address compelling questions:

   How are the sea quarks and gluons, and their spins, distributed in space and momentum inside the nucleus?

   Where does the saturation of gluon densities set in?

   How does the nuclear environment affect the distribution of quarks and gluons and their interactions in nuclei?

Closing Comments

ArXiv:1212.17010
through identified measurements - inclusive, semi-inclusive, exclusive and diffractive - with quantified impact.

There is precedent for surprises in nature, provided you look,

U.S. Nuclear Science Community is finalizing its 2015 Long-Range-Plan; 
        look forward to a strong recommendation.

Next EIC User Meeting will be upcoming January 6-9, 2016 at U.C. Berkeley;
        look forward to seeing many of you engage.

Thank you and many contributors to the EIC case over the years! 39


